ENROLL NOW!

Contact TACTICAL DEFENSIVE TRAINING for more information on this never before offered firearms training opportunity.

Jim Gosnell
Certified NRA and New Mexico Concealed Permit Firearms Instructor

505-750-3136
214-437-2495
jim.pathfinder@gmail.com

Please visit our website at www.intelligenttarget.com and see this exciting firearms training challenge being used by law enforcement and the military.

TACTICAL DEFENSIVE TRAINING, LLC

and

INTELLIGENT TARGET SYSTEMS, LLC
are veteran owned companies.

A portion of all class fees is given to the Wounded Warrior Project

All systems are proudly designed and manufactured in the USA.

ACTIVE SHOOTER DEFENSIVE TRAINING

Live fire training on the same moving target system used to train law enforcement!

“We don’t always know what you’re up to……
but we know what you’re up against.”™

Copyright 2013
Why you should take this course

If you carry a concealed weapon you need the special skills to correctly use it during a “worst case scenario”.

No situation is more dangerous or demanding than an active shooter engagement—it could happen anytime and anywhere.

Correct training involves recognizing and engaging multiple moving targets simulating Active Shooter and Hostage situations in a crowded, ever changing environment. You simply cannot gain this experience at a local range shooting stationary targets; no matter how often you practice.

We offer the only firearms training class utilizing the patented Active Shooter Training System™, the same target system presently training US law enforcement and federal agencies across the country.

This proprietary system presents Multi-Plane™ targets that move in ways that mimic humans in an active shooter confrontation.

You can now train the way law enforcement does!

Lesson Plan of Topics Covered

This is not a beginner’s class. It is structured for individuals experienced with firearms. Contact us with any questions concerning your skill level, we also offer Basic and Concealed Weapons Permit classes.

- Course Length is 8 hours. 9 AM to 5 PM.
- Safe Gun Handling
- Combat Engagement Skills
- Understanding the Body’s Natural Reaction and Responses During a Gunfight.
- Weapon Presentation, Combat Reloads and Clearing Gun Malfunctions
- Strategies for Quickly and Correctly Responding to Active Shooter and Hostage Situations
- Critical Threat Analysis and Identification
- Moving to a Position of Advantage Using Cover and Concealment
- Realistic Training for Multiple Threats in a Crowded Environment

Our Active Shooter Training develops the critical skills you need in any difficult, real life encounter. Your survivability and the survivability of those around you depend on “real life” training with knowledgeable instructors using a realistic target system that moves targets just as your adversary would, while surrounded by moving innocent bystanders.

Required Equipment
- Eye and Ear Protection
- Strong Side (only) Hip Holster
- Full or Mid-Size Handgun (revolver or semi-automatic)
- Magazine Holder with Two Spare Magazines or speed loaders.
- 400 rounds of Factory Ammunition (No Reloads)